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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
This paper contains the theme and suggested starting points to be used for your preparatory
studies, leading to your 10 hour timed test.
You are advised to read the whole paper and choose one starting point.
The total mark for this unit is 70.
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Component 1: Part B Investigating the Creative and Cultural Industries
How to use this booklet
These tasks provide opportunities for students to investigate and engage with the creative and
cultural industries. Teachers should plan their course based on the resources and expertise
available to them. The examples in this booklet can be adapted to suit the school context
and local resources, for example planned school events, local art centres, heritage sites and
environment, businesses or industry. Teachers can choose to deliver this part of the course as
a set assignment to the whole teaching group, or as a range of set tasks that individual students
can choose from.
Each student must complete one of the following:
1

An investigation into an artist, designer, movement or other aspect of art and design
leading to a personal response.

2

A response to a design brief or visual arts commission.

Candidates will develop an awareness of the different working practices and roles in the
creative and cultural industries that contribute to the production of art, craft and design. They
will develop an understanding of the purpose, intentions and functions of art, craft and design,
and how this impacts on their own work.
This booklet offers suggested starting points for each of the two tasks.
Research-based Investigation
Students undertake research into an artist, designer, craft practitioner, creative practice or art
movement relevant to their own chosen area(s) of interest/practice/study. The research
should inform the development of an outcome by the student.
Research can include:
•
•
•

first-hand insight into the practices of individuals, or organisations within the creative and
cultural industries appropriate to their area(s) of study;
a museum or gallery visit; or
appropriate and credible texts and images from books, journals and the Internet.

Research can include written and practical responses to the work of others (for example
drawings, thumbnails and experiments with processes and techniques).
Students should use their research to inspire experimentation and to inform and develop
their own ideas as they work towards producing their outcome(s). Their work can reflect
current art, craft and design practice and, where relevant, new media developments.
Their completed outcome should be presented with their research. The research should be
presented in a suitable and relevant format. This might be a visual work book or portfolio,
an annotated journal or sketchbook, written illustrated study, PowerPoint, a video with a
soundtrack, website or installed presentation.
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Instructions to candidates
In this component you are required to respond to the theme, a starting point or a brief and
produce work which meets the four assessment objectives. You are also required to present
your work for assessment and moderation.
You may produce work in any of the following disciplines or a combination of them:











Fine Art – Drawing and Painting
Fine Art – Sculpture
Fine Art – Printmaking
Textiles
Ceramics
Graphic Design
Photography
Moving Image/Animation
Digital Media
3D Design

You should produce preparatory work and a final outcome based on this work. Your final
outcome must be produced in a 10 hour supervised time period. It is important that you plan
and prepare carefully as this will help you decide which materials, processes, techniques
and technologies are most appropriate for you to use. All the work you present for
assessment must be your own work. If you use the work or texts of others in your research and
development you must reference it clearly.
Your teacher will give you the exact instructions regarding the dates and times for your
moderation and how to submit your preparatory work and your final outcome.
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The theme for this assessment is
‘Combine’
Combine is to group or join together people or things to form something new. It is to merge,
unite or collaborate. Examples in Art and Design could include two or more people working
together on a project or brief; practitioners joining component parts together to make an object;
or combining materials, techniques, processes, imagery or the visual elements together in
creative ways to realise intentions.
Respond to one of the following:
•
an Art and Design brief from Section 1
•
a starting point for Art and Design disciplines from Section 2
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Section 1: Creative Industry Briefs
1.

Textiles Brief
For an exhibition called ‘Form and Fusion’, create a piece of textile art or design that
combines yarns and fabrics together in interesting ways and shows understanding of
traditional and contemporary techniques. Produce work in any or a combination of textile
media.

Alison Willoughby
Skirt

Sian Martin
Tread Softly

Taylor Painter-Wolfe
Saltwater City

Craig Lawrence
Evening Gown
Knitted metallic foils

Candace Bahouth
Picasso Lady
Freestanding Woven Sculpture
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Susie Freeman
Braids and Ribbons
Knitted Kimono
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2.

Three-Dimensional Design Brief
A product design company is running a competition. Design a product for the home or
garden that combines two or more materials. Produce work in any three-dimensional design
discipline. Scaled down products are acceptable outcomes.

Wilhelm Kåge – Praktika Tableware
Clay and Glaze

Tord Boontje – Hairy Creature Speakers
Mixed-media
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Kuba Komet – Combination Cabinet
Varnished Ash and Oak

Vianna & Gesa – Brot Lamp
Ceramic and metal

Eileen Gray – Brick Screen
Polypropylene and metal

Tom Philipson
Wood Shaving and Acrylic

6

3.

Ceramics Brief
‘Connect’, a cafe where people meet and connect, wants a new range of tableware. Create
one or more pieces that might encourage people to interact with each other, and that use
different ceramic construction and surface decoration techniques.

Lisbeth Daehlin and Bente Saetrang
Earthenware Teapot

Ann-Marie Robinson
Punch Bowl

Cheyenne Rudolph
Center-Peas

Alison Hanvey
Tableware

Bonnie Seeman
Tea service
Mary O’Malley
Bottom Feeder Tureen
12551.04 RR
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4.

Printmaking Brief
Create a series of at least three prints for an exhibition called ‘Layer’. Your prints should
show understanding of the exciting ways that imagery can be layered and combined in
printmaking disciplines.

Robert Rauschenberg
Retroactive I

Neil Bottle
All That Remains – Thirty Years On

Tessa Horrocks
Mr Frog

Andy Warhol
Marilyn Diptych

John Kindness
Herakles and the Sympalian Birds

Jasper Johns
Untitled
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5.

Fine Art Brief
An Art magazine wants examples of work that explores new ways of combining materials,
media, disciplines and forms. Create a piece of art in two or three dimensions that
combines media, materials, processes and forms in interesting and unusual ways.

Helen Merrigan Colfer
Tribe

Jean Metzinger
At the Cycle Race Track

Prof El Anatsui
Bottle Caps

Phillip Mackay
Self-portrait

Picasso
Guernica
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6.

Photography, Moving Image Arts and Digital Media Brief
The local city is hosting a film and photography festival called, ‘Stop, Collaborate and
Listen’. It is about the way that society is built on social and cultural collaboration. Create
work in film or print inspired by communities and people cooperating, collaborating and
communicating. Your work will be shown across the city.

Brendan J Byrne
Hear My Voice
Cinematic Companion Piece to Colin Davidson’s Silent
Testimony
Wartime Women Working on the Inside of a Convoy
Balloon

Oren Lavie
Her Morning Elegance
Stop motion music video

David Hume
Mine Rescue Team

Martin Parr
Teddy Gray’s
Ingrid Bugge
Ballet Photography
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Section 2: Art and Design Starting Points
Art Starting Points
Some artworks describe the combination of people, objects or places and some capture the
mood or atmosphere of different combinations. Other works are about the effect of combining
different imagery, media, materials or processes. Some are about the combination of different
visual elements. Create your own outcome in any Fine Art discipline.

Patrick Caulfield
After Lunch

Stephen Dixon
Restoration Series
Aung San Suu Kyi (2014.1)

Joaquin Sorolla
Mending the Sail
Dhruva Mistry
LITTLE B

Sue Stone
Untitled
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David Mach
David Bowie

11

Keith Haring
Monkey Puzzle

Michael Craig-Martin
Untitled

Rene Magritte
The Future of Statues
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Design Starting Points
Design often needs the combination of different materials to improve its appearance or function.
For example, 3D design often needs innovative ways of joining materials or component parts,
textile design often combines yarns and fabrics, and graphics often combines words and
imagery.

Hat made from woven spruce roots
Carrickmacross Lace
Necklace for Lily

Lisa Krigel
Stacking Plates and Sculptures

Hannah Coates
Frilly Bee Brooch
Recycled plastic
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Guo Pei
Alternative Universe Collection

Philip Treacy
Silk Orchid Hat

Timourous Beasties
Ornis Logos
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Japanese Propaganda Kimono

Milton Glaser
Poster
Bob Dylan’s Greatest Hits 1967

Sources:
Pg 5
Skirt – skirt201craftscouncil.org.uk, designer Alison Willoughby
Tread Softy – textileartist.org.uk, artist Sian Martin
Saltwater City – taylorpainterwolfe.com, artist Taylor PainterWolfe
Evening Gown – vam.ac.uk, designer Craig Lawrence
Picasso Lady – craftscouncil.org.uk, artist Candace Bahouth
Braids and Ribbons – craftscouncil.org.uk, artist Susie Freeman

Pg 10
Hear my voice – nervecentre.org, artist Brendan J Byrne
Wartime Women Working on the Inside of a Convoy Balloon –
Getty Images
Mine Rescue Team – magnumphotos.com, artist David Hume
Her Morning Elegance – orenlavie.com, artist Oren Lavie
Teddy Gray’s – magnumphotos.com, artist Martin Parr
Ballet Photography – ingridbugge.com, artist Ingrid Bugge

Pg 6
Hairy Creature Speakers – tordboontje.com, designer Tord Boontje
Praktika Tableware – vam.ac.uk, designer Wilhelm Kåge
Kuba Komet Combination Cabinet – Getty Images
Brot Lamp – vankodesign.com, designers Vianna & Gesa
Brick Screen – moma.org, designer Eileen Gray
Wood Shaving and Acrylic – craftscouncil.org.uk, designer Tom
Philipson

Pg 11
After Lunch – www.tate.org.uk, artist Patrick Caulfield
Restoration Series Aung San Suu Kyi (2014, 1) –
craftscouncil.org.uk, artist Stephen Dixon
Monkey Puzzle – haring.com, artist Keith Haring
Mending the Sail – nationalgallery.ie, artist Joaquin Sorolla
LITTLE B – royalacademy.org.uk, artist Dhruva Mistry
Untitled – michaelcraigmartin.co.uk, artist Michael Craig-Martin
Untitled – womanwithafish.com, artist Sue Stone
David Bowie – davidmach.com, artist David Mach
The Future of Statues – tate.org.uk, artist Rene Magritte
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Earthenware Teapot – vam.ac.uk, designers Lisbeth Daehlin and
Bente Saetrang
Punch Bowl – amrobinconceramicart.co.uk, artist Anne-Marie
Robinson
Center-Peas – rudolphclaystudios.com, artist Cheyenne Rudolph
Tableware – craftni.org, designer Alison Hanvey
Tea service – bonnieseeman.com, artist Bonnie Seeman
Bottom Feeder Tureen – maryomalley.co.uk, artist Mary O’Malley
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Necklace for Lily – thelacegallery.com, artist unknown
Alternative Universe Collection – guo-pei.fr, designer Guo Pei
Hat made from woven spruce roots – Getty Images
Stacking Plates – craftscouncil.org.uk, designer Lisa Krigel
Silk Orchid Hat – vam.ac.uk, designer Philip Treacy
Japanese Propaganda Kimono – vam.ac.uk, designer uknown
Frilly Bee Brooch – craftscouncil.org.uk, artist Hannah Coates
Ornis – timorousbeasties.com, artist Timourous Beasties
Poster – miltonglaser.com, artist Milton Glaser

Pg 8
Retroactive I – rauschenbergfoundation.org, artist Robert
Rauschenberg
All That Remains – Thirty Years On – caa.org.uk, artist Neil Bottle
Mr Frog – tessahorrocks.com, artist Tessa Horrocks
Marilyn Diptych – tate.org.uk, artist Andy Warhol
Untitled – tate.org.uk, artist Jasper Johns
Herakles and the Sympalian Birds – publicart.ie, artist John Kindness
Pg 9
Tribe – www.thetimes.co.uk, artist Helen Merrigan Colfer
At the Cycle Race Track – guggenheim.org, artist Jean Metzinger
Self-portrait – newirishart.com, artist Phillip Mackay
Bottle Caps – el-anatsui.com, artist Prof El Anatsui
Guernica – moma.org, artist Picasso
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